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Welcome to our new and improved product catalog. We plan to have a new issue twice
a year that will feature our latest products. We have divided the books into categories
and provide an Author Index page as well as a Product Index page to help you find the
right book for you or a loved one. All prices shown are US Dollar. The picture on the
front cover will always be a seasonal picture from right up here on the mountaintop!
Enjoy and thank you for coming!

Dolores Cannon

Founder of
Ozark Mountain Publishing, Inc.

Taking readers Beyond the Unexplained and
Exploring the Possibilities of the
Universe and Beyond

Apparel/Book Charms

Road Map For Our Catalog
On pages 34/36 we list all books and items by the author.
On pages 36/37 we list all books and items by their title.
We also have coupons with “Free” items available, so keep your eyes open.
We produce two events a year and information on them is within this catalog as well.
On page 16 is our offering of titles in the E-Book format.
On pages 5/7 we list titles that are available in the Audio Book format.
**All prices in this catalog are good thru December 31, 2019 unless otherwise noted. **
For your convenience, we have a very friendly staff who are always ready to take care of any
needs or questions you may have. Do you have special shipping needs?
Contact us by Phone: 479-738-2348 or Email: info@ozarkmt.com
You can also visit our website: www.ozarkmt.com

Mini Book Charms

Decorate your favorite necklace or bracelet with one of
your favorite Ozark Mountain Publishing books.
Available in the following titles:
• The Custodians • The Convoluted Universe Book 4
• Keepers of the Garden • The Legend of Starcrash
• The Forgotten Promise • Legacy of the Stars
•The Stone Tablets of Mu
• Application of Impossible Things
• The Three Waves of Volunteers and the New Earth
• Don’t Change the Channel
• Naked In Public• Peaks and Valleys
• Soul Choices: Six Paths to Fulfilling Relationships
• Seeing True: Ninety Contemplations in Ninety Days

1” long x approximately 5/8” wide
$5 Each

Purchase $30 or more (before tax and/or shipping & handling) and
select one of the following Mini Book Charms at no charge!!
*The Custodians * The Convoluted Universe, Book 4 * Keepers of the Garden
* The Forgotten Promise * The Three Waves of Volunteers and the New Earth

www.ozarkmt.com
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Apparel/Book Charms
Fear T-Shirts
(Limited Sizes & Quantities Available – Call or email for available Sizes)
Fear:

Fear:

For Entertainment Purposes Only

Does Not Live Here

$15

$15

Teespring.com

The place to go if you’re looking for out of stock Apparel.
At this moment only the UFO Conference designs are available, with more designs to come.
Follow the link to see what all is available with the Design.

https://teespring.com/stores/ozark-mountain-publishing-inc
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Last Chance Titles
Last chance to get a physical copy
of one of these exciting titles!!!
**There are limited quantities so get your copy while supplies last. **

A Funny Thing Happened
On The Way To Heaven
$15.00

Always Dreaming
$17.00

God’s Many Mansions
$16.00

The Other Side of
Suicide
$8.00 $4.00

Twidders
$15.00

Beyond Limitations
$14.00

Evolution of the
Spirit
$16.00

Kosmos
$27.50 $15.00

The Liberating
Power of Emotions
$16.00

Mankind Child
of the Stars
$15.00

New Age
Metaphysics
$6.95 $1.35

Payment For
Passage
$12.00

Peaks And Valleys
$13.00

A Spiritual
Evolution
$14.00

Sit A Bit
$10.00

Coming Home
to Lemuria
$15.00

Sleep Magic
$12.00

Windows of
Opportunity
$14.00

www.ozarkmt.com
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Conversation
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Raising Our
Vibrations for the
New Age
$15.00
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Astrology/Children/Divination/Dreams
Druidic Soul Star Astrology By Maria Wheatley - is a new and exciting way to discover your
past lives without the need for regression. Some people find the idea of past life regression too intrusive
and shy away from it. Although past life regression can offer direct understanding of past lives, it is not
for everyone – Druidic Soul Star Astrology is. Druidic Soul Star Astrology is easy to grasp, because it’s
an intuitive approach based on ancient Celtic wisdom, so you don’t need to be an astrologer.
9781940265469…………152 pages ………. $12.00

Naked in Public by Kathryn & Patrick Andries-will assist you in making sense of the oftenbizarre scenarios and the strange people that appear in your dreams by taking you into the depths of your
subconscious mind to unravel the process and purpose of dreams. You will learn to do the following:
Interpret the language of dream symbols; Put symbols together to see the message; Enhance your dream
recall; Release old unconscious thinking patterns; Influence your dreams; Respond to your dreams;
Understand recurring dreams; Interpret the meaning of the people in dreams. This book provides both a
detailed explanation of the physiological processes of the brain and body during sleep, as well as the more
esoteric aspects of the subconscious mind and its role in our soul evolution and spiritual growth.

9781886940499 .......... 128 pages .......... $12.50
The Emperor’s Stargate by Albert Cheung Kwong Yin & Alexandra Harteam- Wouldn’t
it be fantastic if we knew exactly what we were cut out to do in order to attain the many levels of
“Success”? All you need are the year, month, day and time of birth. Understand the true meaning of
Success. Work with your personality type. Learn from ancient philosophy as well as modern examples.
Discover your life work. Identify your strengths and weaknesses. Find out your investment strategies.
Avoid the pitfalls. Sidestep life’s lessons. Time your moves. Answer your questions regarding partners,
co-workers and staff. See at a glance why things happen the way they do. Stop wasting time. Free
Software CD included!!
9781886940376 .......... 100 pages .......... $18.00

The I-Ching Wisdom by Albert Cheung Kwong Yin - is an indispensable guide for anyone who
is serious about understanding and applying the ancient Chinese principles and practices of the I-Ching,
also known as the world's oldest oracle. A must for I-Ching masters or novices alike.
9789628602070 .......... 64 cards & 59-page booklet .......... $25.00 $12.50

The Zodiac Recipe by Dr. Jacquelyn Wiersma – the author provides a fascinating discourse on how
astrology can help explain why we are naturally attracted to some people and repulsed by others, while
providing her readers with an easy-to-understand and nearly effortless recipe that is certain to help better
understand ourselves and our relationships. The book explains that everyone’s personality, emotions,
outward demeanor, and love style, are impacted by the date and time of their birth (which determines their
SUN, MOON, and ASCENDANT signs, among other things). Dr. Wiersma illustrates how this information
can help you better understand your partners, friends, and yourselves. And for those people seeking a new
relationship, this book is an easy-to-follow guide on finding a compatible mate. The text spells out the
details and the reference charts make it super easy to figure out who you are most compatible with—and
who you’re not! You’ll have a new perspective on why you get along with some people and not others—
and you’ll have a lot of fun doing it.

9781940265186…...….176 pages……. $14.50

www.ozarkmt.com
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Astrology/Children/Divination/Dreams
The Big Desire by Kathryn Andries - Have you ever wanted something so much you could almost
taste it? Have you ever hit a stumbling block to get what you want? Well it happened to Sara Nichols.
Her life was looking fairly glum when she found herself as the new kid on the block and the only one
without a bicycle. However, her luck changed when she met Mike, the local bike store owner. He teaches
her a skill that changes her life forever- visualization.
When kids see how easy it is for Sarah to manifest what she wants, they may never have to ask anyone
for anything again. Children of all ages can follow the simple steps presented by the fun and engaging
character Mike to realize their desires. (Children’s Book)

9781940265162…….56 pages……...$13.50
The Dream Doctor by Kathryn Andries - Have you ever had a dream that left you puzzled? Jewel
Rose did. In fact, she has several dreams, from monster nightmares to teeth falling out, that she is
determined to understand. Together with her mother they set out on a quest to discover the meaning of
her dreams. Their search leads them to the mysterious "Dream Doctor" who teaches Jewel the secrets of
dream interpretation. Children of all ages will enjoy the journey of Jewel Johnson as she sets out on a
quest to learn the meaning of her dreams. If you've ever had a nightmare where monsters are chasing you,
or dreams about your teeth falling out, then this is a journey you won't want to miss. After a series of
unsuccessful attempts to learn about her dreams, Jewel's luck changes when she meets the Dream Doctor.
This eccentric character unveils the mystery of dreams in a fun and reassuring manner. Every child will
sleep more peacefully after reading this book! (Children’s Book)

9781886940369……...36 pages, Hardback……...$8.50

The Dream Doctor & Pillow Set
by Kathryn Andries
Relaxation Dream Pillow - has a blend of natural herbs to ease nightmares and encourage a relaxing,
pleasant sleep. Ingredients: Roses, Sweet Marjoram, Mugwort, Sweet Hops. Pillow size: 4 ¾ x 4 ¾.

Book & Pillow Set - $17.00

Audio Books & Audio CDs
YOUR FAVORITE BOOKS IN PRINT AND AUDIOBOOK.
(CD, Flash drive, or Digital Download) - Buy ANY 2 Formats as a Set and Save!!

Applications of Impossible Things by Natalie Sudman
For a description of the book refer to page 31.

Audio Book (4-CD Set) Only: $14.00…...120-page Book Only $14.00
Set Price (Any two formats) …. $25.20
Between Death & Life by Dolores Cannon
For a description of the book refer to page 31.

Audio Book (11-CD Set) Only: $16.00…...290-page Book Only: $16.00
Set Price (Any two formats) …...$28.80

www.ozarkmt.com
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Audio Books & Audio CDs
Children of the Stars by Nikki Pattillo
For a description of the book refer to website.

Audio Book (4-CD Set) Only: $12.50…….Flash Drive Only: $12.50
Set Price .... $22.50
Dancing on a Stamp by Garnet Schulhauser
For a description of the book refer to page 30.

Audio Book (5-CD Set) Only: $14.00…….178-page Book Only: $14.00
Set Price (Ant two formats) …. $25.20

Dancing Forever with Spirit by Garnet Schulhauser
For a description of the book refer to page 30.

Audio Book (5-CD Set) Only: $13.50…….120-page Book Only: $13.50
Set Price (Any two formats) …. $24.30

Dance of Heavenly Bliss by Garnet Schulhauser
For a description of the book refer to page 30.

Audio Book (5-CD Set) Only: $14.25…….168-page Book Only: $14.25
Set Price (Any two formats) …. $25.65

Five Lives Remembered by Dolores Cannon
For a description of the book refer to page 18.

Audio Book (10-CD Set) Only: $15.00…….256-page Book Only: $15.00
Set Price (Any two formats) …. $27.00

The Forgotten Promise by Sherry Wilde
For a description of the book refer to page 32.

Audio Book (7-CD Set) Only: $16.00….203-page Book Only: $16.00
Set Price (Any two formats) …. $28.80
From Psychic To Soul by Diane Lewis
For a description of the book refer to page 21.

Audio Book (2-CD Set) Only: $8.00….100-page Book Only: $8.00
Set Price (Any two formats) …. $14.40
Jesus and The Essenes by Dolores Cannon
For a description of the book refer to page 23.

Audio Book (14-CD Set) Only: $14.50….. 298-page Book Only: $14.50
Set Price (Any two formats) …. $26.10
Keepers of the Garden by Dolores Cannon
For a description of the book refer to page 33.

Audio Book (12-CD Set) Only: $15.00…. 287-page Book Only: $15.00
Set Price (Any two formats) …. $27.00

www.ozarkmt.com
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Audio Books & Audio CDs
Naked in Public by Patrick and Kathryn Andries
For a description of the book refer to page 4.

Audio Book (4-CD Set) Only: $12.50……...128-page Book Only: $12.50
Set Price (Any two formats) …. $22.50
Soul Speak by Julia Cannon
For a description of the book refer to page 17.

Audio Book (3-CD Set) Only: $16.00…. 152-page Book Only: $16.00
Set Price (Any Two formats) .... $28.80
Waking Up in the Spiritual Age by Dr. Dan Bird
For a description of the book refer to page 21.

Audio Book (4-CD Set) Only: $11.00……112-page Book Only: $11.00
Set Price (Any two formats) …. $19.80

Conscious Living Expo
November 2007
A 4 CD Set of Dolores Cannon’s Seminar:
“The New Earth” disc one (57:43)
“The New Earth” disc two (56:18)
“Between Death & Life” disc one (56:27)
“Between Death & Life” disc two (1:00:01)
$25.00

33nd Annual
Ozark Mountain
UFO Conference
April 10th – 12th 2020
Eureka Springs, AR
Held at the Best Western Inn of the Ozarks
To Register online go to http://ozarkufoconference.com/register/

www.ozarkmt.com
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Audio Books & Audio CDs
Entrance to the Akashic Records by Aron & Doris Abrahamsen- Aron & Doris reveal to you the
method they developed and used for over 25 years to enter the Akashic Records to obtain life readings
for over 7,000 people around the world. The first portion includes Aron's personal instructions for
achievement to your destination. Then Doris leads you in a guided meditation entering the Akashic
Records.
CD .......... $12.00
Guidance by Aron Abrahamson-The quest for guidance is more a learning of how to listen, being alert
to signs, trusting those signs, and finally from this, acting upon one's intuitive judgment. Even before I
understood astral projection or started giving readings, we pursued guidance and received it. We have
discovered that timing can be very crucial and that action is often required without hesitation. It is a
matter of believing that what God says is true, and all that's needed is for us to follow up on what's been
told us.
CD .......... $12.00

Healing Memories by Doris Abrahamsen- Guided meditation by Doris for healing memories of the
past to balance the present.
CD .......... $12.00

*Purchase all 3 CDs by the Abrahamsens for $30.00*
Seeing True: The Way of Spirit CD Set by Ronald Chapman- promotes an experience of the
ways and means by which Spirit weaves in and through our lives. With this unique framework for
insight and understanding, we learn to see and to express with a certainty that the Divine is intimately
intertwined with us every moment of our lives.
Long-time spiritual teacher and aspiring mystic Ronald Chapman has invested thirty years in
understanding the play of miracles in his life. As a mentor to others and a facilitator for organizations,
he practices and teaches awareness and observation approaches to aid in recognizing the Divine in all
things. Ronald is also an internationally accredited speaker and workshop leader, a national awardwinning radio commentator, and author of two novels, “My Name is Wonder” and “A Killer’s Grace”,
a meditation audio set, “Breathing, Releasing, and Breaking Through”, and the workbook,” Seeing
True: Ninety Contemplations in Ninety Days”.

3 Disc CD Set………. $30.00
Breathing, Releasing and Breaking Through by Ronald Chapman -Ronald Chapman's Seeing
True approach guides individuals and organizations to realize their full potential by deepening their
understanding. After two decades of research and experience a body of work has arisen that involves the
use of breath work and meditation to further growth and development. The techniques bypass our
intellect to nurture greater understanding, deepen our awareness, and allow us to act with greater clarity
and effectiveness. Now Ronald has brought together those practices in an instructional three-disc format
to support our efforts to realize a life that is more whole. Those who use these practices invariably
experience greater inner calm, while some report significant, positive changes in relationships with
others, the world and themselves.

3 Disc CD Set……...$30.00

*Purchase both CD Sets by Ronald Chapman for $50.00*
www.ozarkmt.com
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Audio Books & Audio CDs
An Evening with Dolores Cannon Audio CD- Recording of a lecture given at The College of Psychic
Studies in London in May of 2008. An in-depth discussion of a broad range of topics from Dolores' many
books including: The Source; First Lives on Earth to current consciousness; Learning Karma, Contracts;
Physical Changes with the raising Consciousness; The New Earth, Letting go, Forgiveness; Fear.
Two CDs.......... Approx. 2 to 3 hours .......... $12.00
Keepers of the Garden/UFO Research Audio CDs by Dolores Cannon- This information is based on
25 years of research through hypnosis and the interaction with abductees all over the world. This also
includes information on the seeding of the planet Earth and the creation of life. These lectures are by
Dolores Cannon at various conferences and expos all over the world.
Two CDs.......... Approx. 2 to 3 hours .......... $12.00

Nostradamus Audio CD by Dolores Cannon- Dolores discusses topics from the Nostradamus three
volume set. These lectures are from various conferences and expos from all over the world.
Two CDs.......... Approx. 2 to 3 hours .......... $12.00

The Convoluted Universe Audio CDs by Dolores Cannon- Throughout more than 45 years of doing
hypnotic regression into all phases of the paranormal, Dolores uncovered many complicated metaphysical
theories. These were not included in her other books, and now have been combined into The Convoluted
Universe, the long-awaited sequel to The Custodians. Parallel dimensions and parallel realities, the building
of the Pyramids, Life, science and destruction of Atlantis, Simultaneous time, Splintering of soul parts,
Life as pure energy and life as a machine, Return to the God source, and much more.
Two CDs.......... Approx. 2 to 3 hours .......... $12.00
Jesus and the Essenes & They Walked with Jesus Audio CDs by Dolores Cannon- Lecture about the
missing years of Jesus, the parts that have been removed from the Bible, and the mysterious Essenes. These
lectures are from various conferences and expos all over the world by Dolores Cannon.
Two CDs.......... Approx. 2 to 3 hours .......... $12.00

Between Death & Life Audio CD by Dolores Cannon- An in-depth discussion on what happens at death,
where you go and different events after death. This information is based on 45 years of research through
hypnosis by Dolores Cannon. These lectures are from various conferences and expos all over the world.
Two CDs.......... Approx. 2 to 3 hours .......... $12.00

*Dolores Cannon Lecture CDs sold individually or Purchase the 6
CD Set for $60.00*

Practical Mysticism by Marilyn Harper- The definition of mysticism is the connection made to source
energy. Marilyn through her entertaining story will show how easy those connections can be made. You
will be led through a guided meditation to connect with your spirit guide and the Akashic records.
CD .......... $12.00

www.ozarkmt.com
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Convoluted
The Curators by Guy Steven Needler - Ever wondered what made the Universe? - Was it the
big bang? - Why is it not expanding or contracting? Why does it appear to have an orderly level of
functionality? Are there more universes within a much larger multiversal environment? If so, where
are they? Are theoretical physicists correct?
In The Curators the reader is exposed to the mechanics of the multiversal environment we exist
within and those entities that maintain it.

9781940265650 ………. 456 pages ………. $32.00

The History of God by Guy Steven Needler- Through deep meditation and frequent contact with
extraterrestrials and "source entities", Needler has produced a startling biography of God. This book is
nothing less than a history of our universe that blends channeled wisdom, the new physics, past life
regression, and the explication of ancient and esoteric texts. Needler discovered a way to transport himself
through meditation to a place and state where he discovered many things about reality which he shares in
this book. The History of God explains where God came from, the existence of other gods, the creation of
the universes, the galaxies, the planets, and finally life on Earth including humans. We discover the purpose
behind the creation of all of these things. Also included is information on extraterrestrials as a similar
species and their involvement with the human race.

9781886940161 .......... 400 pages .......... $16.00
Beyond the Source Book 1 by Guy Steven Needler- In his first book, The History of God – A
Channeled Work, Guy gave the reader an insight into how he started higher level communications and how
he managed to communicate with spiritual/energetic entities while gaining insights into the wonders that
are all around us and what the truth is about our legends and myths. He also started his identification with
the Origin and the Source Entity which explains the mechanics of the universe that one of its creations
created. There were actually twelve Source Entities created by the Origin (or God as we have come to call
it). This book reveals the first six of the twelve Source Entities and the work that each of them has done in
their own environments which are very different to each other.

9781886940338 .......... 272 pages .......... $17.00
Beyond the Source Book 2 by Guy Steven Needler- In Beyond the Source-Book 1 Guy Steven
Needler detailed his extended dialogue with our Source Entity, now identified as Source Entity One, and
commenced dialogue with Source Entities Two through Six, also created by The Origin. During these
dialogues he gained insights into the wonders and workings of the environments they created, establishing
what entities inhabited their environments and how the Source Entities themselves were constructed. This
new book, Beyond the Source-Book 2, concludes these dialogues by focusing on the final six Source
Entities, Seven through Twelve. Book 2 reveals information that is radical in nature and is aimed at
expanding mankind's collective incarnate consciousness, facilitating evolutionary progression. Indeed,
after reading this book, no one should question the purpose of our existence.

9781886940444 .......... 340 pages .......... $18.00
The Origin Speaks by Guy Steven Needler - In The Origin Speaks the reader is taken beyond the
author's Beyond the Source books to a direct dialogue with the ultimate creator, the "all there is," the
"absolute," the "Origin."
Have you ever thought about who or what God is or who the co-creators are? Or even, what is beyond
God? What if God was indeed finite and that there was a much bigger "infinite" being, one that created
God and the co-creators?

9781940265100………... 464 pages………$22.50

www.ozarkmt.com
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Convoluted
Convoluted Universe, Book 1 by Dolores Cannon- This is the sequel to 'The Custodians'. The
book contains some of the more complicated concepts in Metaphysics that Dolores Cannon discovered
through 45 years of using deep hypnosis to explore the subconscious mind. Some of the topics explored
in this book: The origin, knowledge and destruction of Atlantis; The explanations of Earth mysteries,
including -- the Pyramids, Easter Island, the Bermuda Triangle, the Ark of the Covenant, Loch Ness
Monster, Nazca Lines; Characteristics of other Planets, Parallel Universes, Parallel Lifetimes and
Realities; Other Dimensions and much more. This book is intended for those readers who want their
minds expanded by the more complicated Metaphysical ideas that border on 'Quantum Physics'.

9781886940826 .......... 552 pages .......... $20.00
Convoluted Universe, Book 2 by Dolores Cannon- For those who have enjoyed the challenges of
Book One of this series, we present Book Two. Buckle your seat belts and get ready for another roller
coaster ride that will present new concepts and either threaten or expand your belief systems. Dolores
Cannon continues to uncover complicated metaphysics, creating the need for sequels. Included in this
book: Hidden Underground Cities; Energy and Creator Beings; Time Portals for Traveling Between
Dimensions; Life on Other Planets; The Universal Language of Symbols; Splinters and Facets of the
Soul; Raising of Vibrations and Frequencies to Shift into the New Earth; Characteristics of the New Earth.

9781886940987 .......... 672 pages .......... $18.00
Convoluted Universe, Book 3 by Dolores Cannon- Join us on a voyage through time and space
into the world of the strange and unusual and unfathomable. Suspend belief as you explore worlds and
dimensions where your dreams become reality and your reality is only a dream. More mind-bending
concepts for those with open minds and eager curiosities: Other lives as animals, plants and in strange,
otherworldly bodies; Everything is alive. Everything has consciousness; Help from beings of faraway
worlds; The three waves of volunteers who are coming to help the world go through its transition; What
is God? The true nature of God or the Source, where all come from and all must go back to; Lifetimes as
Creators of universes, the Earth and everything on it; Different laws of creation and physics where
universes obey other rules; The New Earth and the effects on our bodies as we move into it; Who will be
left behind when the Earth moves into the next dimension; A totally new alternative to a walk-in; The
Final Solution Energy that can destroy the world if it becomes necessary.

9781886940796 .......... 704 pages .......... $18.00
Convoluted Universe, Book 4 by Dolores Cannon- This is the fourth volume in the wildly
successful Convoluted Universe series. Premier hypnotherapist and psychic researcher Dolores Cannon
does it again. Using deep hypnosis and past life regression techniques, she presents mind-blowing
theories and concepts originating from other dimensions. In this new volume you'll find more
information about the spirit side--where we go after we "die"--plus new information on life reviews and
preparing contracts and your life plan of what you hope to accomplish on your return to Earth. Cannon
uncovers forgotten ancient knowledge widely used by secret mystery schools and ancient civilizations,
including Atlantis, Lemuria, and the original Stonehenge. She even explores the creation of life on Earth
and presents unknown information about DNA.

9781886940215 .......... 650 pages .......... $18.00
The Convoluted Universe, Book 5 by Dolores Cannon - The fifth volume of the Convoluted
Universe series. World renowned past-life regressionist, hypnotherapist and researcher of lost
knowledge, Dolores Cannon has done it again. Using deep hypnosis and her Quantum Healing
Hypnosis Technique, she presents mind-blowing theories and concepts originating from other
dimensions.
In this book Dolores discusses topics on: *Finishing Karma *New Perceptions of Energy *Other World
Lives *Final Perspectives on Backdrop People *We Are the Creators
(Dolores had several books completed, just needing to go through the publication process when she
passed. As this process is completed, we will present them to you.) Enjoy!

9781940265292………. 352 pages………. $20.00

www.ozarkmt.com
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Convoluted
The Three Waves of Volunteers and The New Earth by Dolores Cannon - This is a
fascinating narrative that reveals the cosmic forces that have been in play over the past 66 years. Help
has come from the outside to preserve the human race. In 1945 when the atomic bombs were exploded,
our "protectors" and "watchers" in outer space saw that Earth was on a collision course with disaster.
The prime directive of non-interference prevented them from taking any action, but then they came up
with a brilliant plan to save Earth and assist her in her ascension. They couldn't interfere from the
"outside," but maybe they could influence from the "inside." So, the call went out for volunteers to
come and help. "Earth is in trouble - who wants to volunteer?" Dolores Cannon, through her hypnosis
work has discovered three waves of these volunteers. Some have come direct from the "Source" and
have never lived in any type of physical body before. Others have lived as space beings on other planets
or other dimensions. Because all memory is erased upon entry to the Earth dimension, they do not
remember their assignment. Thus, these beautiful souls have a difficult time adjusting to our chaotic
world. These souls have a vital role to play as they help the rest of us ascend to the New Earth.

9781886940154 .......... 600 pages .......... $18.00

DVDs
Available While Supplies Last!!
Glastonbury- From the heart of Glastonbury comes an incredible audio & video journey through the
ancient Isle of Avalon. Experience the power, the magic and the beauty that beholds this amazing
place.
1.25 Hour DVD...... $20.00 $16.00

The Blue Jewel by Starseed Productions- Follow a journey to meet planetary healers, who
provide solutions to restoring planetary balance. What starts out as a journey over the planet to restore
balance turns into a journey to go within? This documentary film offers viewers a method to bring
personally and planetary balance into your life.
Approx. 96 min. DVD...... $25.00 $20.00

Road to Peace- The Dalai Lama's Road to Peace is an award-winning fly-on-the-wall documentary
that reveals the true nature of the spiritual and political leader. The film charts the journey of the
Dalai Lama on a visit to the UK as he promotes his message of peace.
App. 65-minute DVD .......... $25.00 $20.00

Healing Path Expo
Eureka Springs, AR
Oct. 8-10, 2010

Dolores Cannon
“The Dynamics of Global Transformation”
$20.00

www.ozarkmt.com
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DVDs
Ancient Prophecies 1 & 2
Broadcast on NBC as a two-hour special on prophecy. Each video is made up of
four segments, one of which is on Nostradamus. Produced by Coast to Coast and
Greystone – 1994

Approx. 120 min/color DVD.......... $19.95 each

Purchase Both Ancient Prophecies DVDs for $35.00

The New Children and the Coming of the Fifth World &
We Live Forever – The Real Truth about Death by PMH Atwater
These DVDs were recorded at the Transformation Conference 2007 in Fayetteville,
AR (June 17, 2007). Approx. running time: 118 minutes, color.

DVD .......... $18.00 each

Purchase Both PMH Atwater DVDs for $33.00
Awaken DVD with Dolores Cannon & Blair Styra- World's Foremost Past-Life Regressionist and
Author of 17 Books joins with New Zealand's Foremost Spiritual Channel for a 3 Hour Joint Lecture on
Awakening to the Coming Changes. Join Dolores and Blair as they discuss and explore the changes we
are all going through in this time of Earth shifting and acceleration. Each presentation is approx. 90
minutes and was given in Sacramento, California on November 1, 2009. Wonderful information was
disclosed to help us understand our place in the scheme of things.
2 Disc Set.......... Approx. 3 Hours .......... $30.00 $25.00

2013 “The Empowerment of Creation: Past, Present and Future” with Dee Wallace & Dolores
Cannon- This empowering two-day event is created to give you absolute clarity on how past lives, your
present creation, and your future creation are all intertwined. It will enlighten you with the highest
discernment on how your individual purpose coincides throughout lifetimes, and the power you have RIGHT
NOW to create the You, the Reality, and the Future you desire.
8 Discs DVD Set .......... 8 Hours .......... $125.00

Dolores Cannon’s "Group Regression Workshop" at the Transformation Conference 2009- This
is accomplished by simple visualization and imagery techniques. The entire group is taken back in time
to past lives, then they meet their spiritual guide or guardian angel, and they go to a lifetime in the future.
After each of these experiences, they write down what they have seen, and there is group interaction and
discussion. (For the digital download, you will need to order it from the website.)
3-hour (DVD or Digital Download) .......... $25.00

An Inspirational Evening with Helen Reddy at the Transformation Conference 2009Helen speaks about: spiritual power, personal responsibility, and global transformation.
2 Hour DVD...... $25.00 $20.00
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DVDs
Transformation Conference 2006
A 2 Day Conference Featuring: Arun
Gandhi, Dolores Cannon, Aron
Abrahamsen, Patrick McNamara,
O.T. Bonnett, MD, Justine Alessi, and
Christine Ramos, RN.
2 Disc DVD Set....... $110.00 $50.00

Transformation Conference 2008
15+ hours of speakers including:
Gordon Michael Scallion, Nancy
Talbot, Carol Pate, Justine Alessi and
Dolores Cannon.
6 Disc DVD Set .... $100.00 $75.00

Purchase 2006 & 2007 DVD Sets for
$90 + $6(shipping)

Purchase 2008 & 2009 DVD Sets for
$135 + $6(shipping)

Transformation Conference 2007
A 2 Day Conference Featuring: PMH
Atwater, Dolores Cannon, Carol Pate,
Rev. Grant Pealer, O.T. Bonnett, MD,
Justine Alessi, Susan Mack & Natalia
Krawetz, Jodi Felice, Mary Letorney,
Julia Hanson & Bob Macko
2 Disc DVD Set.......... $110.00 $50.00

Transformation Conference 2009
18+ hours of speakers including:
Dolores Cannon, Hanes Ely, MD,
and Helen Reddy.
7 Disc DVD Set …....$125.00 $75.00

Transformation Conference 2010
16+ hours of speakers including:
Dannion Brinkley, Sharry Edwards,
Tricia McCannon, Blair Styra, and
Dolores Cannon
6 Disc DVD Set ....... $150.00 $100.00

Transformation Conference 2012
13+ hours of speakers including Keynote
Speakers: Wayne Peterson; Arun
Gandhi; Dolores Cannon. Also including
speakers: Michael Dennis; Cinnamon
Crow; Guy Needler; Nikki Pattillo;
Victoria Pendragon; Maria Wheatley;
Sherri Cortland; Henry Michaelson; and
Janie Wells.
13 Disc DVD Set ...... $150.00 $125.00

Purchase 2010 & 2011 DVD Sets for
$180 + $6(shipping)

Purchase 2012 & 2013 DVD Sets for
$225.00 + $6(shipping)
Transformation Conference 2013
13+ hours of speakers including Justine
Alessi, Jack Churchward, Julia Cannon,
Patty Greer, Garnet Schulhauser, Guy
Needler, Sherri Cortland, Charmian
Redwood, Kathryn Andries, Albert
Cheung, featuring keynote speakers
William Henry, George Noory, and
Dolores Cannon.
14 Disc DVD Set .......$150.00 $125.00

Transformation Conference 2011
18+hours of speakers including:
Giorgio Tsoukalos, Dee Wallace,
Sherri Cortland, and Dolores Cannon
6 Disc DVD Set .... $150.00 $100.00
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DVDs
2014 Transformation Conference 13+ hours of speakers including Ronald
Chapman, Sherry O’Brian, Blair Styra,
Patrick Andries, Robert Bauval, Annie
Stillwater Gray, Jack Churchward,
Kathryn Andries, Natalie Sudman, Guy
Needler, Sherry Wilde, and Dolores
Cannon
3 Disc DVD Set…... $150.00 $135.00

2016 Transformation Conference 13 Hours of knowledge featuring:
Lee Sumpter, Garnet Schulhauser,
Justine Alessi, Susan Weed, Maureen
McGill, Patrick Andries, Erich Von
Daniken, Michael Perlin, James
Nussbaumer, and Blair Styra.
3 Disc DVD Set… $135.00 $121.50

Purchase 2016 & 2017 DVD Sets for
$230.85 + $6(shipping)

Purchase 2014 & 2015 DVD Sets for
$243.00 + $6(shipping)

2017 Transformation Conference –
16+ hours of knowledge featuring:
Tricia McCannon (Keynote-Friday &
Saturday), Daniel Bird, Carolyn
Greer Daly, Kathleen Marden, Annie
Stillwater Gray, Janie Wells, Guy
Needler, Donna Lynn, & Julia
Cannon.
6 Disc DVD Set…$150.00 $135.00

2015 Transformation Conference 16+ hours of knowledge including
Kathryn Andries, Julia Cannon, Garnet
Schulhauser, Sherri Cortland, Blair
Styra,
Ron
Chapman,
Victoria
Pendragon, Guy Needler, David Rivinus,
Dee Wallace, Charmian Redwood,
Shelly Wilson, Dolores Cannon Tribute,
and last but not least the Speaker Panel.
5 Disc DVD Set….....$150.00 $135.00

2015 UFO Conference – 14+ hours
The 28th annual Ozark Mountain UFO
Conference featured speakers: Richard
Dolan, Linda Moulton Howe,
Kewaunee Lapseritis, Peter Davenport,
Thomas Reed, Barbara Lamb, Nikki
Pattillo, Sherry Wilde, and Melanie
Young.
3 Disc DVD Set……...$ 100.00

2013 UFO Conference - 13+ hours of
speakers including Ted Phillips, Larry
Cekander, Nigel Grace, Jeffrey
Wilson, JJ & Desiree Hurtak, Larry
Flaxman, Linda Moulton Howe, Jaime
Maussan, Dolores Cannon
9 Disc DVD Set...... $100.00 $90.00

Purchase 2013 & 2014 DVD Sets for
$162.00 + $6(shipping)

Purchase 2015 & 2016 DVD Sets for
$243.00 + $6(shipping)

2016 UFO Conference - 18+ hours
featuring speakers: David Marler,
Chase Kloetzke, Nick Pope, Linda
Moulton Howe, Sherry Wilde, Whitley
Strieber, Jim Marrs, Richard Dolan,
Erich Von Daniken, John Burroughs,
and Barbara Lamb.
5 Disc DVD Set………...$170.00

2014 UFO Conference - 14+ hours of
speakers from around the globe
including Antonio Paris, Sherry Wilde,
Nick Pope, Anthony Cataldo, Linda
Moulton Howe, George Noory, Haktan
Akdogan, Travis Walton, Dolores
Cannon
3 Disc DVD Set...... $100.00 $90.00
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DVDs
2017 UFO Conference – 11+

2019 UFO Conference – 16+
hours of knowledge featuring: Nick
Pope, Patrick De Haan, Cheryl
Costa, Lee Speigel (Keynote),
Calvin Parker, Rey Hernandez,
Marc D’Antonio, L.A. Marzulli
(Keynote), Adnan Ademovic, and
The Speaker Panel,

hours of presentations by: Grant
Cameron
(Keynote),
Stanton
Friedman
(Keynote),
James
Clarkson, Kathleen Marden, Linda
Moulton Howe, Debra Kauble,
Mike Clelland, David Marler, & last
but not least Travis Walton.
6 Disc DVD Set………$150.00

6 Disc DVD Set… $150.00

Purchase 2017 & 2018 DVD Sets for
$270.00 + $6(shipping)
2018 UFO Conference – 16+
hours of presentations by: Richard
Dolan, Marc D’Antonio, Linda
Moulton Howe, Stanton Friedman
(Keynote), Donna Lynn, Nicholas
Redfern, Chase Kloetzke, Tricia
McCannon (Keynote), Nancy
Tremaine,
Grant
Cameron
(Keynote).

July 26-28, 2019
Best Western Inn of the Ozarks
Eureka Springs, AR

6 Disc DVD Set…….$150.00

E-Books
In addition to the books listed in this catalog, here are some more titles
available in E-Book format.
The Essential Dowsing Guide
A Soul Remembers Hiroshima
Holiday in Heaven
Let’s Get Natural With Herbs
Children of the Stars
The Magdalene Version
Rebirth of the Oracle: Tarot for The Modern World

E-Books are available for purchase on our website!!
The Metaphysical Hour
To listen to the archives: https://www.youtube.com/user/ompublishing
BBS Radio Station 1: https://bbsradio.com/station1schedule
Archives also available at: https://www.youtube.com/user/dolorescannon2012
www.ozarkmt.com
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Healing
A Small Book of Comfort by Lyn Willmott - Guided by her own experiences of dealing with
chronic depression, Lyn Willmott has written a series of dialogues designed to inspire people who are
looking for methods to change their lives. Just the everyday stress of living is causing many people to
search for a more positive meaning to their lives, while others are struggling to survive the ravages of
mental trauma. With this in mind, Lyn is suggesting we use the powerhouse of our own inner self to
bring about the transformation we are seeking, and within these twenty-two dialogues there is a way to
do this.
9781940265445……….100 pages………. $11.00

Born Healers by Victoria Pendragon-is a Do-It-Yourself guide to enhancing both your personal
vibration and your ability to channel that vibration as healing energy to others. It also contains useful
information for those who are just starting out on the path as hands-on-healers for working with the
chakras and on how to structure a healing session.

9781940265025…......104 pages……. $10.50
Soul Speak by Julia Cannon- Discover the secret language of the body! Every ache, pain and
symptom is the body delivering a message of importance to you in its own unique language. This book is
a translation manual that teaches you that language. It is critical for our spiritual growth that we listen to
what our bodies are trying to tell us.
In this book, you will discover what the messages from the different body systems mean and how
you can heal any situation by understanding the message that is being delivered and acting appropriately
on that message. This is a secret language that is now being revealed. It is no longer a mystery. Discover
for yourself what YOU are trying to say to YOURSELF. Among the topics discussed: • What is your
body telling you? •What is pain telling you? •How people make themselves sick? • Ways in which you
can learn to heal yourself?

9781886940352 .......... 176 pages .......... $16.00

History & Prophecy
Elder Gods of Antiquity by M. Don Schorn- This initial volume of a new trilogy reveals the flaws
and inconsistencies with our present explanations for humanity's origins and Earth's development.
Reexamination of geological, archaeological, and paleoanthropological records produced the Elder Gods
theory, which explains Earth's past and humankind's evolution as the result of ancient contact with
extraterrestrial visitors. This theory proposes that interventions by two different groups of otherworldly
beings influenced Earth's development and humanity's ancestry.

9781886940994 .......... 520 pages .......... $17.00

Legacy of The Elder Gods by M. Don Schorn- As the second volume within this continuing book
series, this journal reveals further validation of the Elder Gods theory. Each volume was written as a
stand-alone book, allowing this trilogy to be read in any order. Additional documentation derived from
ancient texts and arcane historic records suggest that otherworldly beings bestowed vast knowledge,
cultural gifts, and advanced levels of technology upon the early civilizations of Earth. Discover the
motive behind the extraterrestrial development of our human species, and the true purpose of supplying
ancient guidance and help to the early inhabitants of our planet. Learn how various religious beliefs have
been altered since their ancient inception.

9781886940581 .......... 448 pages .......... $16.50
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History & Prophecy
Gardens of The Elder Gods by M. Don Schorn- This Third Journal of the Ancient Ones provides
further documentation of otherworldly contact throughout Earth's ancient history, revealing a body of
astonishing evidence and extraordinary revelations further supporting the Elder Gods theory. New
evidence focusing on cryptic archaeological discoveries reveals advanced ancient societies suggesting
they formed as a result of extraterrestrial influences. Those civilizations are substantiated with evidence
from archaic texts, extant fossils, and an abundance of anomalous artifacts and relics discovered within
their cultural ruins. This volume retraces the migratory paths taken to repopulate Earth after the Great
Flood, exposing the mysteriously quick reemergence of civilization once flood waters receded.

9781886940123 .......... 500 pages .......... $17.00
Conversations with Nostradamus Volume 1 by Dolores Cannon- Through a million-to-one
chance contact through hypnosis, Nostradamus has broken through to our time period to reveal the
events he foresaw rushing toward humankind. The master himself explains the puzzles he carefully
concealed in code within his famous quatrains or prophesies. By speaking from his time to our time, he
warns us so we can use our free will to help change the future. He said, “If I show you the most horrible
things man can do to himself, will you do something to change it?”

9781886940000 .......... 368 pages .......... $14.95
Conversations with Nostradamus Volume 2 by Dolores Cannon- This volume includes: More
about the rise and the location of the Anti-Christ, including his horoscope; the correlation of 666 (the
mark of the beast) and computers; More about the third world war and what countries will be affected;
how AIDS was a planned disease by those in power, and when the cure will be found; dangerous new
technology to control the weather and earthquakes; maps showing the portions of the continents that will
remain after the axis shift and the melting of polar icecaps; horoscopes estimating the date of the Earth
shift, as based on Nostradamus' quatrains; the role of Space Visitors during this time of tribulation; a
look at the world of future after the war and the shift. These two volumes are an exciting journey into
the realms of timeless and metaphysical adventure. "Fabulous reading and extremely well written." Friends Review.

9780963277619 .......... 358 pages .......... $14.95
Conversations with Nostradamus Volume 3 by Dolores Cannon- The third book in this series
contains 132 additional quatrains written and deciphered by Nostradamus himself, plus the exposure of
bogus quatrains erroneously attributed to the great psychic. This volume continues to work through
various subjects and completes the interpretation of all the known prophecies. This volume includes:
More information about the rise and location of the infamous third Anti-Christ, including his name in
anagram form and picture as seen by the subject; Predictions concerning increasing natural disasters
and strange weather phenomena; An accumulative master index for ease in locating quatrains and
subject matter in all three volumes.

9780963277633 .......... 365 pages .......... $15.95
Five Lives Remembered by Dolores Cannon- The beginning. What do you do when you discover
information that is before its time? What do you do when your curiosity takes you on an adventure that
is so bizarre that there is nothing normal to relate to? This is what happened to Dolores Cannon in 1968,
long before she began her career as a past-life hypnotherapist and regressionist. Travel back with us to
that time when the words reincarnation, past-lives, regression, walk-ins, New Age were unknown to the
general population. It went totally against the belief systems of the time. It was so startling that they
should have stopped, but their curiosity demanded that they continue to explore the unorthodox. The
experiment changed the participants and everyone involved, and their beliefs would never be the same.

9781886940642 .......... 256 pages .......... $15.00
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History & Prophecy
Lifting the Veil on the Lost Continent of Mu by Jack Churchward - A re-issue of the
1926 classic by James Churchward, The Lost Continent of Mu: Motherland of Men supplemented
with fresh research and new material by the author's great-grandson. He obtained the information
by living with monks and translating unknown manuscripts. Over the years, his books have come
to be considered occult classics. Now his great-grandson, Jack Churchward, has resurrected this
valuable work and added his own research. Included: The Lost Continent; The Land of Man's
Advent on Earth; Egyptian Sacred Volume, Book of the Dead; Symbols of Mu; North American's
Place Among the Ancient Civilizations; The Geological History of Mu; Ancient Religious
Conceptions; Ancient Sacred Mysteries, Rites and Ceremonies

9781886940178 .......... 200 pages...... 8 ½ x 11...... $19.00

The Stone Tablets of Mu by Jack Churchward - is an examination of a previously "not
publicly available" portion of James Churchward's writings. In the booklet Copies of Stone Tablets
Found by William Niven at Santiago Ahuizoctla near Mexico City (1927), James' early ideas and
interpretations of the Valley of Mexico Tablets are presented and nine of the twenty-two tablets are
revealed for the first time. James Churchward's writings (some six other books) presented his
groundbreaking theories and proofs of an ancient advanced civilization in the Pacific Ocean.
Churchward's research into the subject spanned several decades, starting from his time in India
where he was taught to read the ancient Naacal tablets, a repository of wisdom from a time before
savagery. Churchward's study of the Naacal tablets indicated that the Garden of Eden was not in
Asia, but was the now sunken Pacific Ocean continent that he called Mu and that the Biblical story
of creation as well as all civilization originated there. Churchward's recognition that the Naacal
Brotherhood also composed the tablets William Niven discovered, places their ancient wisdom and
knowledge in our laps and offers the opportunity to impart the same to the reader.

9781940265018 .......... 176 pages...... 8 ½ x 11.... $18.00
The Old Is New by L. R. Sumpter - In the course of writing this book, answers to the following
questions and many others were given in both narrative and visual form. Most of them were presented
rather forcefully, and not when I was expecting them. I understood that I was to share what I learned.

9781940265520………152 pages………. $14.00

Check our website or call our office
for special “Set Prices”.
Atlantis and the New Consciousness by Stuart Wilson & Joanna Prentis - Using past life
regression, Prentis and Wilson and a mutual friend return to previous lives on the lost continent of
Atlantis. They provide a gripping description of their origins on the planet Sirius, arrival of Atlantis, the
nature of Atlantean civilization, their healing abilities and what brought about the destruction of the
continent. This is a book that provides, through the use of deep hypnosis and past life regression, a
fascinating look at daily life on the lost continent. And most startling, they make a definite correlation
between the events of Atlantis and what is occurring now as we approach 2012. Will the same scenario
be repeated?

9781886940208 .......... 180 pages .......... $16.00
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Manifestation
Guide Group Fridays by Sherri Cortland and Debbie Ihburg-Smith - What will you find in
Guide Group Fridays? Channeled advice about Raising Vibrations & Positive Energy; Evolution,
Transformation, Being Connected & Clues to our Mission; Communicating with Spirit, Higher Self, &
Source; and so much more...
Who knew that Sherri Cortland's Guides would take a liking to social media! Often, and always
on Friday mornings, someone from her Guide Group (The "GG") will drop in to chat and channel a
message for Sherri's Facebook page. When the "GG" communicated to Sherri that they wanted to put
their posts into book format, Debbie Ihburg-Smith organized and chronicled a year's worth of channeled
messages by subject, and Sherri added her own two cents at the beginning of each chapter. But what
better way to explain why this book was written than to share Gilbert's* original explanation to Sherri:
* Gilbert is one of Sherri's Guides and the lead guide for her book, Raising Our Vibrations for the New
Age

9781940265179………145 pages………. $15.00
Spiritual Toolbox by Sherri Cortland - Cortland has packed Spiritual Toolbox with channeled
wisdom, meditations, and Spiritual exercises from the "GG" and from a diverse gathering of
metaphysical professionals (including an intuitive medium, a crystal healer, an Akashic Records
practitioner, fellow authors, and a psychic medium/Spiritual wellness & soul coach) with the intention
of giving her readers a set of Spiritual tools that will allow them to raise their vibrations, expedite their
Spiritual growth, and develop on-going and direct communication with their Higher Self and Spirit
Guides. Topics covered in Spiritual Toolbox include our Higher Self, the Akashic Records, connecting
to the Divine, Automatic Writing, Walk-ins, making the most of this incarnation, maintaining balance
and wellness, crystal healing, and chakra balancing. Free Meditation CD included!!

9781886940437 .......... 250 pages .......... $17.00
We Are the Creators by L.R. Sumpter - This is a positive message about your soul’s power,
your life’s purpose, NDE’s (Near Death Experiences), déjà vu and your spiritual guides. It
demonstrates how everyday features of modern life such as democracy, television, airplanes,
computer technology and instant communication establish that we live in a new age that has suddenly
broken away from the last 10,000 or more years. It proves that we have new spiritual powers that
have been suppressed for years. We can find out what sort of beings we really are and how we create
the things that are in our world.

9781940265117…………... 104 pages……. $10.50
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Metaphysical & Spiritual
Finding Your Way in the Spiritual Age by Dr. Dan Bird-This book will attempt to explain and
possibly guide you in understanding the greatest desire of mankind, to know why we are here and why
we exist, all told from a human perspective without esoteric jargon. In short, we are here to learn, but
learn what? And how do we go about it? Is this anything like attending grammar school and onward?
Not so much, this is real, this is life, the true core of why we are alive, part of everything we think and
do during our lifetime on Earth. Though we are flesh and blood, with all the urges, needs, and desires
that entails, we are also, at a higher level, a soul, with a whole other set of goals in mind.

9781940265568..............103 pages………$11.50
Waking Up to the Spiritual Age by Dr. Dan Bird-A Major Spiritual shift is occurring in this world,
and more people are experiencing unexpected phenomenon in their daily lives. We might notice unusual
“signs”, intuitive thoughts, randomly hear a song a passed friend or relative loved, or smell a perfume that
triggers a strong memory. Most often these are tossed aside as coincidences and immediately forgotten.
But what if there were no coincidences, and everything happened for a reason? What if we know much
more than we think, but simply haven’t learned to pay attention to what is really happening around us?
This book is for those who are experiencing this shift but are not sure of what they are feeling. It is an
introduction of sorts for “newly awakening” individuals who feel there is more to life than we are aware
of using our five senses. What if those intuitive thoughts and dreams are messages? What is their purpose?
I believe they can help us make sense of why we are here, and guide us to reach our highest potential and
goals. This help is available to everyone, but only if we are aware of it. Spiritual help is all around us.
If you are ready to begin your own Spiritual journey this book is for you!

9781940265339……………112 pages……………$11.00
From Psychic to Soul by Diane Lewis - is a reveal of how every person is psychic. How we already,
knowing or not, use our abilities and how we can expand on them with easy to understand real life
examples. It further introduces little known concepts as well as concepts I have created for understanding.
You will also learn what your soul is and the concepts surrounding it.
9781940265452………100 pages………. $8.00

Heaven Here on Earth by Curt Melliger - While attending catechism class as a child, Curt Melliger
was taught that if he obeyed the rules all his life he would be allowed to enter a place called Heaven when
he died. The priest and nuns described it as a sacred abode up in the clouds that contained all of the very
best things in the universe. There was sunshine and blue sky, pretty flowers and double rainbows, peace
and happiness, ringing bells and beautiful music, saints and angels and the all-enveloping love of God.
The young boy’s mind processed this information and came to the stunning conclusion: “Why, they’re
talking about Earth!”
Since that early revelation Curt has been discovering other examples of paradise incarnate
wherever he goes. This book is a collection of stories on subjects ranging from water, fire, and stars to
adrenaline rushes, near-death experiences, and the place where goosebumps originate, from skiing powder
and climbing high mountains and walking in reverse to the changing of seasons, the lessons of night, and
the reason for dreams, from wild animals, unseen visitors, and beings that do not die to the magic of the
human touch, beatific ecstasy, and what awaits us on the other side of the veil that only partially separates
this golden realm from the perfect one.
For the Ultimate is much closer than we have been led to believe. Indeed, it is readily available
right here on this planet, this Garden of Eden, this one-of-a-kind oasis in space.
Right now.
9781940265537………. 192 pages……….$17.00
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Metaphysical & Spiritual
Spiritual Gold by Paulinne Delcour-Min - Spiritual Gold is a wonderful book about past lives. It
shares the treasures of a soul’s journey through time and introduces us to angels and inner guides. The
past life memories in the book have been retrieved through regression and stretch back over 10,000 years.
They include hearing Jesus speak, and reveal his lost teachings of reincarnation; they take us to other
worlds and unravel the secret of the Sphinx. But understanding the past brings a warning about our future.
The years we are living through now form a pivotal point in time. Our choices could bring us to a
Golden Age – or a great catastrophe. Spiritual Gold helps us step into our power. It may be a book about
past lives, but its eyes are firmly on the future. We can make a difference to how things turn out. We can
forge our destiny.
9781940265544………. 208 pages……….$17.00

Kiss The Wind by Victoria Hunt- Faeries have been around since the dawn of time, linked to the
soul of nature and connected to humanity through a spiritual bond of kinship. And yet, this connection
was harshly severed with the advent of industry and the slow withdrawal of our focus from nature to
monetary gain through the use and abuse of the planet. Now is the time to reawaken the sleeping powers
lying dormant within yourself that connects you to the faery world. Kiss the Wind: Understanding the
Elementals and Faeries can help, for it’s a true account of the denizen of Faery. Don’t wait until it’s too
late. It is now the time to reestablish the connection and this book can be the first step.

9781886940390 .......... 100 pages .......... $12.00
The Essenes by Stuart Wilson & Joanna Prentis- Take a trip through time to uncover the
mysterious Essene knowledge and secrets that Jesus was taught. • Did Jesus really die on the cross? Who
was Mary Magdalene and what was her real connection with Jesus? • Extensive new information about
the secretive Essene mystery schools. It is one of the great tragedies of Western culture that Christianity
forgot and eventually denied its Essene roots. Those roots are herein explored from the perspective of past
life regression. Fascinating new information emerged, including Essene links with the Druids, the
existence of a secret Core Group around Jesus, and contacts with the Order of Melchizedek. Perhaps the
most remarkable thing is that the Essene Jesus is restored to us, bringing to life the wise and loving Being
who has been obscured by so much doctrine and dogma. His words speak to us across the centuries and
open a clearer understanding of the Way, which he established, and the ultimate goal of that Way. This
book makes clear that Jesus did not stand alone. He had the backing of a powerful and dedicated team of
Essenes, including Joseph of Arimathea.

9781886940871 .......... 384 pages .......... $15.50
Opening to Fullness of Spirit by Carolyn Greer Daly-Should you ever decide to shake your fist at
God and demand Truth, hold on to your seat and prepare yourself for a spiritual adventure the likes of
which you couldn’t imagine. On Easter Sunday of 1971, I did exactly this and found myself propelled
across the sea of tradition onto the foreign shores of another realm of reality. In innocent trust I opened a
door, stepped over the threshold with no idea where it would lead. Most stories have a beginning, middle
and an end. My story is different I’m not sure when it began, perhaps on Easter Sunday, 1971, or perhaps
hundreds of years before that date with a lady named Ellen, and I doubt that it will end with my death. It
is my hope that this story will continue when someone else, perhaps a family member, will pick up a pen
and find me on the other side.

9781940265346…………...192 pages……………$15.00
The Search for Hidden Sacred Knowledge by Dolores Cannon -In my books Keepers of the
Garden and The Custodians the story was told of how the extraterrestrials developed life on Earth. It all
took an inconceivable amount of time as life was established and began to flourish. As the species grew
and began to develop intelligence then the ETs lived among them for many, many years because they
didn’t die until they wanted to. Thus these beings were treated as gods and goddesses and legends were
born. Because they knew they would eventually leave and return to their homes they tried to pass the
knowledge on to specific beings that they thought were capable of carrying it on. They also interbred with
the natives to produce those who would have some of the ET abilities and be able to help the people after
they left.

9781940265230……….342 pages……. $17.50
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Metaphysical & Spiritual
Earth Changes by Aron & Doris Abrahamsen- This book tells of Aron’s journey from being a
respected electrical engineer in the aerospace industry to psychic reader of great renown. He has pulled
information from his vast archives about: Earth Changes; The Pole Shift; What will happen in the New
Century; A Map of the United States after the Earth Changes. We are quickly moving into the times that
Aron saw and documented. Now is the appropriate time for his work to join the others who are giving
their predictions to the world, so we may be prepared for the coming times of change.
Free Meditation CD included!!

9781886940130 .......... 140 pages .......... $15.00
Power of The Magdalene by Stuart Wilson & Joanna Prentis- What is the secret of Mary
Magdalene’s power? Who were the female disciples of Jeshua? Did Jeshua and Mary Magdalene have a
child? How can we understand the New Children now being born? What changes will the New
Consciousness bring into our lives? This is the story of the Essenes and the female disciples of Jeshua who
were deliberately marginalized and written out of the record. This book focuses on the partnership of
Jeshua and Mary Magdalene, and culminates in the work of the Crystal Children who are just now being
born. This fascinating story was revealed through the process of past life regression and through the insight
of an angelic being called Alariel. This is the inner history or our planet as it has never been told before. A
narrative to inspire the spirit and warm the heart.

9781886940598 .......... 270 pages .......... $15.00
A New Earth Rising by Charmian Redwood-We have passed through the portal of December 21st,
2012 so now all of the energies on the planet are set for us to ascend into our Light bodies where we live
from our own Divine Consciousness in a physical body. The Earth is returning to the Garden where all is
peace and harmony once more. Charmian used hypnosis to guide 18 people forward into the New Earth
to experience what it will be like. Each one had the same experience of being joyful, physically healed,
vibrant and everything restored to harmony and peace. In A New Earth Rising she shares information
about the steps we need to take in order to prepare ourselves and our loved ones to move smoothly into
the new world of Peace. We have the power as Divine Humans to co-create this shift on The Earth with
ease and gentleness. Mother Earth is birthing herself into a new light form just as we, as humans, are
birthing ourselves into our Divinity. We can make the difference between an easy birth or a traumatic one
by choosing to move consciously into the New Era of peace and love. This is a book of hope and
inspiration at a time of great chaos in our world.

9781940265155……...143 pages……...$14.00
Jesus and The Essenes by Dolores Cannon- This extraordinary document represents a new form of
historical research, and straightens out many open questions and misinterpretations. It takes the form of
direct dialogues between a modern researcher and a member of the Qumran Essene community. Alive
around the time of Christ, this community has become the focus of ideas about the connection of Jesus'
teachings to earlier traditions. This book gives a full description of the nature and purpose of the
community, and the birth and upbringing of Jesus and John the Baptist. Also, it gives Essene renderings
of Key Old Testament stories, concerning Moses, Ezekiel, Daniel and others, plus startling insights into
ancient history. This information is candid and for real, even about the Dead Sea Scrolls, and many Biblical
images and statements are corrected and added to.

9781886940086 .......... 290 pages .......... $14.50
They Walked with Jesus by Dolores Cannon- Recounts how people, in previous lives, met Jesus
during his mission in Palestine. The contents are deeply moving, giving a palpable taste of Jesus' presence
and influence as well as vivid accounts of his activities, travels, healings, and personal conversations. It
includes scenes at the Temple in Jerusalem, visits to homes and leper colonies, political intrigues leading
to the crucifixion, and also the personal feelings of those who met him. This is an insider's view, direct
from Jesus' time, deep in feeling tones and profound in implications, giving a sense of how things truly
were. This book adds to the rich information given in Jesus and the Essenes. Both books project a
profound feeling of the loving power Jesus carried.

9781886940093 .......... 194 pages .......... $15.50
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Metaphysical & Spiritual
Fantastic Adventures in Metaphysics by Michael Perlin-War, poverty, pollution, prejudice and
human injustice are still going on today because we currently live in a world where separation rules the
collective consciousness. This separation consciousness has caused man to identify with his religion,
causing a worldwide distortion of spirituality. This book explores the secret teachings of all the great
philosophers and spiritual geniuses of our time and reveals the common theme throughout all of
them. According to the esoteric schools of advanced knowledge, certain divinely inspired teachers
brought spiritual, philosophical and scientific knowledge to the human race following a global cataclysm.
This planet has had a history of unexplained phenomena that still baffle scientists today. There have been
structures built all over the world that are simply out of place and out of time. Was man on the scene
much longer than we previously thought? Did they leave us clues in writing, sacred geometry and
architecture about who they were and where they came from? Do these clues reveal the truth about who
we really are? Who are we? Fantastic Adventures in Metaphysics explores these questions without
favoring any one religion. Prepare for an incredible journey into our ancient past and into the world of
metaphysics.

9781940265124………… 232 pages…………. $15.75

Seeing True by Ronald Chapman- is what lies on the other side of our blindness, and the only path
out of blindness is learning to see. Seeing True is a guide and workbook for dispelling our illusions. It
contains ninety contemplations, as well as a few simple questions to consider. Ample space is provided
for written response. The immediate goals are to create the habit of contemplation, and to produce a
small crack in the armor of ego through which deeper understanding can grow. The long-term goal is
freedom from the illusions that contract us and limit our lives.

9781886940802 .......... 200 pages .......... $13.50

The Healing Christ by Robert Winterhalter - Jesus has been known throughout history to be
associated with the miraculous healings that he performed. He was a wonderful teacher of mysteries and
secret knowledge, and the stories of the wonderful events of his life are immortalized in the Bible. In the
times in which he lived, these were considered miracles. However, the secret knowledge is returning to
our times, the veil is lifting, and we are now able to look at these things in a different light.

9781886940680……152 pages……... $14.00
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Self-Growth
Living The Life-Force by Nicholas Vesey - This book is a ‘primer’ on spirituality for those reluctant
to join anything. Those who end up on yoga mats, in coffee bars or in airport lounges wondering what life
is about, but not wanting to ‘get involved’.
It confronts the question of whether there is or there is not a ‘Life-Force’ (and if so how to relate
to it) in a ‘gonzo’ style that is irreligious and yet suggests at a latent spirituality, engaging the reader
through appealing to their own experience, rather than the beliefs that they might hold.

9781940265612………. 152 pages ………. $14.00

Headless Chicken by Manuela Stoerzer - This is an attempt to share from a soul perspective, how
mind and emotions work and influence and how any situation, problem and trauma can be perceived in
different ways and create distortions and false beliefs. And also how this drama can be healed once we
realize who we really are. This book wants to inspire others to question who or what they are, to free
themselves from limiting and separating ideas, to surrender to a higher power that we are part of, to find
trust, love and joy.

9781940265742………. 208 pages ………. $17.50

Who Catharted by Blair Styra - “Being a spiritual being doesn’t mean you stop being a human being”
In this his second book Blair picks up the thread from his first book “Don’t Change The Channel” and
takes the reader on a journey that is honest and funny, sad and philosophical and informative from the
perspective of a human being who also happens to be a spiritual being. “We might be Gods in bodies but
we still have to take out the garbage”!

9781940265759………. 344 pages ……….$25.00

Reconnecting To The Earth by Aaron Hoopes - In this book I intend to take you on a journey of
self-discovery. It is not always an easy path, but we have reached a point where action is required if we
as a species are going to continue to live on this planet. I have no intention of talking about what’s going
to happen if you don’t follow these practices or rehash the same old “fear porn” about how everyone’s
going to die if the whole world doesn’t rally together. There is plenty of that out there already. The
direction this book takes is toward something much more positive. This journey will take some discipline
and integrity. There may be some difficulty and struggle along the way. However, as you reconnect with
the Earth, you will feel the changes taking place within you . . . and that can change the world.

9781940265728………. 112 pages ………. $13.00

Embracing the Human Journey by Janie Wells-invites the reader to join an angel named Joann
on an inward journey to their soul. There are spiritual questions to answer, spiritual techniques to
incorporate into your daily life and spiritual exercises. Joann guides you every step of the way on a
beautiful spiritual trail as she reveals the meaning of our earthly existence from an angel's heavenly
perspective. Following her heavenly footsteps on each page, you begin to embrace life with open arms
and celebrate the human journey as you experience for yourself that love and truth always prevail.

9781940265278………176 pages……...……$14.50
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Self-Growth
Akashic Records: One True Love by Gabrielle Orr- This book’s intention is to ignite and maintain
the love within you. It is my wish that you will find your true self in the process of working with the divine
energy of the Akashic Records. Developing a connection to the Akashic Records requires both heart and
spirit. I am going to use a common medium—language—to explain the process and the guidelines of
connecting to this source. This is a workbook—a manual that will teach you everything you need to know
in order to successfully access your Akashic Records.

9781940265582..........128 pages……….$13.00
Let Miracles Happen by Gabrielle Orr- This book is a toolbox to help you create your own heaven
on earth. It is designed to provide you with tools for your personal, emotional and spiritual evolution.
The practice of these tools and guidelines will allow you to bring the parts of you that are still stuck in
your past, into the present moment, where you then have the power to create a positive and loving
energetic imprint for your future.

9781940265599..........216 pages……….$17.50
Soul Choices: Six Paths to Find Your Life Purpose by Kathryn Andries - The first book to
teach the top 6 methods of self-awareness. Reading this book will bring you face to face with your true
self and help you discover parts of yourself never before encountered. Full of unconventional ideas,
thought-provoking questions and engaging activities, this book will propel everyone, regardless of age or
religion, to examine their life's mission in a new light. You will learn how to: Use your influences to
create a joyful and purposeful life; Discover the story in your eyes and hands; Understand and improve
family relationships; Determine the significance of your birth date; Link your past lives and current
circumstances; Master lessons and challenges; Find a satisfying career.

9781886940420 .......... 280 pages .......... $16.50
**WORKBOOK**
9781886940451 .......... 8.5X11 ..........216 pages.......... $20.00
Soul Choices: Six Paths to Fulfilling Relationships by Kathryn Andries - is for anyone
desiring to gain a deeper understanding of all types of relations between friends, lovers, spouses, children,
co-workers, and even our enemies. Soul Choices will guide readers through all the stages of relationships
from the initial phase of attracting a potential mate, to the dating phase and then commitment (or
marriage). This is the first book to explore relationships using these six methods of self-awareness: iris
analysis, past lives, astrology, numerology, palmistry, family, and birth order. Kathryn shows us how to
use these methods to glean a deeper understanding of our love styles, emotional needs, communication
patterns, sexual preferences, conflict management styles, intimacy fears, and our perceptions and beliefs
about others.

9781940265056 .......... 376 pages .......... $16.00
Owner’s Manual for the Mind by Patrick Andries-The idea for this book began with a single
thought, “What if we were given an owner’s manual when we were born?” Imagine what our lives might
be like if we had received this guidance. We have manuals for just about everything else. An owner’s
manual allows us to learn how to use something more effectively and to troubleshoot problems. The truth
is that we have been given instructions on how to live a healthy and prosperous life. This is the foundation
of many great philosophies and religions. The problem that sometimes arises is that these teachings take on
a certain twist that alienates people from it. This has at times created as many problems as solutions. There
is a certain fascination in the incredible untapped potential of our minds. Some studies once suggested that
we use only 10% of the capacity of our minds. Today that estimate has been revised to about 2-3% of the
power that lies within. Imagine what more can be done with all of that as yet unrealized potential. What is
standing in our way? How do we move into a fuller realization of who we are? These are the questions that
we seek to answer in this book.

9781940265032………………….216 pages………….……$15.50
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Self-Growth
Imagining the Unimaginable by Richard Rowe- Innocent people are suffering. Terrorism, war, mass
murders, and crime are in the headlines every day. I hear reports of a drive-by shooting. I watch the news
and witness recent actions of groups inflicting pain on innocent men, women, and children. Empathy kicks
in and I imagine how it would feel to suffer like the victims. I ask myself how people can treat other human
beings so bad? Then I tell myself I am thankful for my life and say a prayer for those who are suffering.
Others may volunteer, donate and help out. We do what we can. I try to shift my focus to stories about good
people who are helping others. Some of us meditate, others pray. Some read, exercise, watch TV, or focus
inward. After a time, the internal storm passes. We continue on with our lives and let the following questions
linger. Why do innocent people suffer? What's the point of suffering? Why are we here?

9781940265551...........163 pages……….$16.00
The Sleeping Phoenix by Victoria Pendragon - Back in the 90’s when I’d been assiduously sidestepping all the messages I was receiving from the healers I was visiting about “being a healer” myself,
I had a visit one afternoon from a form of consciousness – an immense glittering white light - that called
itself “an embodiment of the light.” It told me that the time had come for me to share what I had learned
with others. This book, the third and most comprehensive of the Sleep Magic books, is a continuation of
the sharing. It is an in-depth exploration of the technique and process of Sleep Magic. I hope that you
find it useful.

9781940265513………..224 pages……….. $15.00
Feng Shui From the Inside, Out by Victoria Pendragon - All the properly adjusted Feng Shui in
the world is worthless if your personal vibration isn’t ready for what your improved environment can
prepare you for. Feng Shui From the Inside, Out can help on both counts, teaching you to how to
reprogram the emotional cellular consciousness of your body so that it can be in alignment with the
energetically improved living space you will learn to create.

9781940265094……….218 pages……. $16.00
And Then I Knew My Abundance by James Nussbaumer - This book is concerned with
making contact with this effective and purposeful part of the mind. You will learn to realize your
consciousness in a different way from the familiar way it may have been making you operate in the
physical world. You will learn to recognize consciousness as an entity that you create, but do so from
behind it. I know this may seem confusing, so for now, and just to buffer the impact of this thought
about “you being behind your own consciousness,” allow me first to ask you to consider a couple of
extending thoughts. By extending I mean sharing our Reality together as One.
Ask yourself, what is truly a higher order: the physical or our natural Divine Self? If separated from
nature the mind becomes a hollow bundle of shallow thoughts, lacking all activity, without luster and
authenticity, seeking only projected images seen as form, and without the pleasure of being real, or,
let’s say Divine. I do realize we’re just beginning our journey together through this book, but for now
consider a projected image being something the world has taught us to see since our birth into this
world. Something your physical past has taught you to picture in your mind.

9871940265506……………242 pages……….. $16.00
Mastering Your Own Spiritual Freedom by James Nussbaumer -At age fifty, removed from his
high-pressured life as a financial advisor, beginning a ten-year prison term for a foolish securities violation,
James Nussbaumer had the time to absorb the complex lessons of A Course In Miracles. Revealing to him
the nature of the prison in which virtually all us dwell, that of the dominance of the ego and belief in
separation from the One Mind (God), a Voice or insistent thoughts told him what he needed to do.

9781940265353……..........256 pages……………. $17.00
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Self-Growth
The Master Of Everything, A Story of Mankind and the World of Illusion We Call Life by
James Nussbaumer-Prison was the last place he expected to experience ultimate freedom. Suddenly
finding himself incarcerated at age 50 for an unreasonably long sentence, disgraced financial advisor
James Nussbaumer is further stunned when the locker is assigned at the foot of his bunk contains a worn,
dusty book no one will claim – a book for which he has been searching to no avail: A Course in Miracles.
His in-depth study of its lessons, combined with frank descriptions of his prison life, guide the reader to
a supreme freedom of our own, through the deepest levels of forgiveness and a profound experience of
the Oneness of the “Christ-Mind.” By turns instructive, challenging, humorous, and elevating,
Nussbaumer’s inspirational memoir takes us on an inner journey to becoming The Master of Everything.

9781940265087…………. 328 pages…………$16.00
Don’t Change The Channel by Blair Styra - Don’t Change the Channel is a book about life on all
levels of Mind, Body and Spirit. Blair Styra shares with you his journey in life as he develops not only
his ability as a spiritual channel for Tabaash but his development as a human being in this challenging
and adventurous time that we all live in. Tabaash presents his insightful teachings and assists us in
expanding our ideas of who we are and what we can do with the choices that we have made in this life.

9781940265063…….209 pages…...$16.00

Spirit Realm
In Light And Is Shade by Patricia Irvine - In Light and In Shade is the inspirational true story
of a love that refused to die, even after death. It is the first-hand account of extraordinary events that
happened to an ordinary woman.
Based on the journals Patricia kept throughout this time, this memoir describes the author’s
amazing journey from non-believer to finding her true destiny, healing through words. In a troubled
and turbulent world, In Light and In Shade raises important points about religion, God and the true
meaning of spirituality. It is a story anyone seeking answers to the big questions about life and death
should read.

9781940265735 ………. 368 pages ………. $25.00

Judy’s Story by L.R. Sumpter - What happens when we pass on to heaven? Those who remain in
the material world grieve and cope with the shock of their loss. But what do our departed loved ones
experience? What is death like for them?
Here is one woman’s story narrated by her through a medium. She tells of her struggle to give
up the material world and to adjust to her life in heaven. She struggles with the fear of being sent to hell
that she had from the religious teaching of her childhood. She finally learns to be a joyful guide and
healer for others.

9781940265667 ………. 120 pages ………. $11.50
Ghosts And Me by Kevin Killen - This book is a journey of searching and trying to understand the
paranormal. For more than thirty years, I have experienced some form of paranormal activity. This book
explores many of those experiences. From the first time I experienced a ghost at the age of five, to high
school where I tried my first electronic voice phenomenon. Then, my first EVP capture on tape in my
childhood home.
The book goes further into my experiences in several different schools and states, such as my
experiences at a school in West Virginia. While not ghostly per se, the experiences had a paranormal feel
to them. From there, my years spent in Waynesburg, Pa, where I graduated from college, met and dated
a witch, and had several more paranormal experiences, including living in a haunted house during school.

9781940265605 ………. 120 pages ………. $11.50
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Spirit Realm
Tales From The Trance by Jill Thomas- Combining her longtime expertise as a hypnotherapist
and clairvoyant, with fascinating and completely true case details derived from over 80 of her clients,
Jill K. Thomas, CHT presents Tales from the Trance: the Sad, the Strange, and the Solvable, an
insider’s glimpse into the feelings and issues blocking ordinary people from moving forward in their
lives. These real-life stories will variously surprise, entertain, sadden, or/and inspire, but regardless of
the reaction, every reader will find something of themselves among its pages. More importantly,
hearing about these very human—and sometimes quite common—struggles could open a door for
many, because changing peoples’ attitudes toward their own problems is usually the difference between
their continuing to suffer, or choosing to seek help.

9781940265575……….208 pages………. $17.00
The Anne Dialogues by Guy Needler - This is a behind the energetic scenes look at what happens in
the incarnation process. You are taken each step of the way from the point of death to the decision to incarnate
again and through the myriad of teachings in between.
Imagine what it would be like to talk to a recently deceased loved one. What questions would you ask? What is
it like? Are previous reports correct? In The Anne Dialogues these same questions were asked and a depth of
knowledge never before experienced was returned.
In The Anne Dialogues we find out: *The affect drugs have on the soul. *What our higher self really is.
*What aspects, shards, secondary and sub-incarnations are. *What the Ego is and what role it plays. *How big
our network of helpers are. *What evolutionary debt is. *How we choose to experience what we experience
and how it affects others. *That the Earth is not the only location where we incarnate. *What Karma is. *That
we are smaller individualizations of God!

9781940265391………320 pages………. $19.00
Work of a Guardian Angel by Annie Stillwater Gray - The subtle plane that has the most
influence and is most important to understand is the realm of the Elementals, such as elves and faeries, because
it is the one most closely tied to Earth. Indeed, this planet would not be what she is and would not have such
resiliency without the activity of the Elementals. I am privileged to have ties to this magical world.
My name is Darcimon Stillwater, Darci for short. I am a Spirit Guide, also known as a Guardian
Angel. I have agreed to help my human charge, named Angel, in any way I am able. Also, we Spirit Guides
often assist elemental beings, especially when one is entering or leaving the earth plane. This is part of the
work of a Guardian Angel. The following is the continuing story of my relationship with Angel, and the true
story of a remarkable elfin being and her mission.

9781940265414……………272 pages………. $17.50

Education of a Guardian Angel: Knowing Guides and Developing Relationships with
Them by Annie Stillwater Gray - The Master Guides have decided it is time for humans to know what
is possible. The relationship between a human and a Spirit Guide is and has always been sacred. Now a
combination of factors is making conscious contact and constant communication between Guides and humans a
reality. The time is right for you to not only know your Guides, but to develop a deep relationship with them.
You can work with your Guides to improve your life on Earth. It is a challenging and joyful undertaking. This
is the true-life account of the author's experiences with her Life Guide. The connection is traced through multiple
lifetimes. This beautiful story gives us insight into the education of a Guardian Angel.

9781886940475 .......... 475 pages .......... $19.00

The Dawn Book by Annie Stillwater Gray - is a spiritual workbook. The information within has been
carefully prepared by the Master Guides who are in charge of disseminating this knowledge. These Master Guides
have taken great care to present the information in a simple, straightforward manner so that it is easy to understand.
This information may affect future generations for hundreds of years. Opportunities are presented for humans to
become what we can become, to fulfill ourselves in the eyes of the universe. The Dawn Book is a gift to humanity,
which offers a positive outlook on Mother Earth's changes with simple exercises to raise our personal vibrations
to heal ourselves and the planet.

9781940265131…………. 328 pages…………. $19.00
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Spirit Realm
Dance of Eternal Rapture by Garnet Schulhauser - It has been quite a ride! Ever since I met my
spirit guide, Albert, disguised as a homeless man, that fateful day in 2007, my life has never been the
same. I went from being a buttoned-down, straight-laced corporate lawyer to an author who has published
four books (including this one) about my dialogue and subsequent astral travels with Albert.
Once I decided to come out of the spiritual closet there was no turning back, and I have no regrets
whatsoever. I have lost a few friends along the way (some of whom likely think I am suffering from an
early onset of dementia), but I have gained many new friends who have encouraged me to continue
writing about the revelations from Albert and the other wise souls I have met during my travels.
This book is a sequel to my first three books, Dancing on a Stamp, Dancing Forever with Spirit,
and Dance of Heavenly Bliss, as it chronicles my most recent astral adventures with Albert. As with the
first three books, Albert had a carefully-planned agenda all mapped out—designed to teach me (and all
of humankind) a lesson or to provide us with a nugget of wisdom to help us understand who we are and
why we are having a human journey on this planet.
978940265476……….156 pages………. $13.50

Dance of Heavenly Bliss by Garnet Schulhauser-was written to instill in humans the urgent need
to discard their negative emotions and embrace love and compassion for one another, for Mother Earth,
and for all the creatures who share our planet. It reveals that we are all eternal souls traveling on unique
journeys on Earth designed to help us grow and evolve as souls, which means that we should never
judge other people because we do not know where they have been or where they are going.

9781940265322…………168 pages…………$14.25

Dancing Forever with Spirit by Garnet Schulhauser- This is a book that will appeal to the millions
who have bought books that offer the hope that there is help from the other side available to each and
every one of us. This is the continuation of the saga of the author's spiritual awakening as recounted in
his first book, Dancing on a Stamp. In this sequel, the author describes his most recent exploits with
Albert who appeared one night to guide him on a series of out-of-body adventures to explore a dazzling
white city on the Spirit Side, other planets in the galaxy with intriguing life forms, and some of the farflung regions of our planet that suffer from human abuse. These fascinating astral excursions were
designed to inspire us to renounce the dark side of humanity in favor of spiritual enlightenment.

9781940265070 .......... 120 pages .......... $13.50

Dancing on a Stamp by Garnet Schulhauser-Have you ever stared at your image in the mirror
and wondered how you got here? Did God select this life for you, or did the universe assign it by chance?
When you die will you go to Heaven or Hell, or will you merely cease to exist – disappearing into
nothingness? Is all that stuff you learned in Sunday school the real truth, or just a lot of hooey?

9781940265216……178 pages……. $14.00
Not Your Average Angel Book by Andy Myers - This book is a double dose of angels, as Andy explores
the phenomenon from two different perspectives. The first section focuses on spirit guides, and is overflowing with
useful content on how the reader can learn to communicate with his or her spirit guides on a daily basis. This section
is highly informative, surprisingly humorous, and overflowing with fresh content that you won’t find in other angel
books. It includes shocking true stories of spirit guides assisting humans in ways you never thought possible. The
second section of this book focuses on classic, winged angels. Andy offers up a fresh take on angels as he playfully
explores the topic in terms of history, spirituality, and pop culture. You’ll read jaw-dropping true stories of angelic
miracles that will affirm your faith and leave you with goose bumps! Buckle up, as you join Andy in a heartwarming
and unforgettable flight through angelic airspace.

9781940265438………208 pages………$15.50
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Application of Impossible Things by Natalie Sudman- There have been many, many people
killed and maimed by bomb explosions during the war in Iraq. This is the amazing story of a woman
who survived a near fatal explosion. Incredibly, that was only the beginning of her story. During the
event, she experienced a NDE (Near Death Experience). She retained vivid memories of going to the
spirit side and from that unique out-of-body perspective, she helped celestial beings put her body back
together so she could return to life. She wanted to share what the experience was like as viewed from
the spirit side. This is a book for anyone interested in near death experiences and out of body
experiences. It is one of the first of such books to come out of the Iraq conflict.

9781886940246 .......... 128 pages .......... $14.00
Between Death & Life by Dolores Cannon- (Updated Version) Dolores has accumulated
information about the Death experience and what lies beyond through 45 years of hypnotic research
and past-life therapy. While retrieving past-life experiences, hundreds of subjects reported the same
memories when experiencing their death, the spirit realm, and their rebirth. This book also explores:
Guides and guardian angels; Ghosts and poltergeists; Planning your present lifetime and karmic
relationships before your birth; the significance of bad lifetimes; Perceptions of God and the Devil; and
much more!!

9781940265001 .......... 241 pages .......... $16.00
Avoiding Karma: A Mind-Challenging Way to Recognize Who, Why, and What You
Truly Are by Guy Needler- The information within this book is specifically designed to make
people change their ways, to recognize who and what they truly are, to come out of their incarnate
slumber and ascend. Some topics covered are: Attraction to any physicality; Love your enemy–for he
is you; Fear only exists in the physical; The Source Entity’s Ten Commandments of Avoiding Karma;
Accept everything, resist nothing; How jealousy affects us; Attachment; Karma attracts karma.

9781886940468 .......... 130 pages .......... $14.00
Baby, It's You, Messages from Deceased Heroes by Maureen McGill - is based on a true
collection of heartfelt and mystical experiences recalled by family members whose loved ones died in
service to their country or in tragedies such as 9/11. Ms. McGill's collection of stories confirms love
never dies. She takes the reader through a wondrous journey by sharing how Spirit sometimes pierces
the Other Side. The thrill of the song that comes on the radio, in church or in an elevator rocks their
world. The touch in a waking dream; your voice that comes in the moment, the kids seeing you on the
porch. These comfort packed messages confirm love is eternal. As the song title confirms, "That's the
Way Love Goes: We are Together Again…At Last.”

9781940265315………144 pages………. $14.00
Live From the Other Side by Maureen McGill & Nola Davis- is a collection of real life stories
of ways to connect with the other side. Included are stories about: moving towards resolution after death;
experiences during death watches; visits from deceased family members; visits from people who have
become messengers. In short, these are stories about resolving grief and finding ways to become aware of
the other side. At the same time the content demystifies death and after-life experiences.

9781886940710 .......... 104 pages .......... $12.00
Quantum Healing Hypnosis Technique TM- A way to time travel to find the answers to bring about
healing on many levels. Would you like to have a private session with one of Dolores Cannon's
trained practitioners? See the link below for a list of active practitioners.
http://www.qhhtofficial.com/find-a-practitioner
Would you like to become a certified practitioner in Dolores Cannon’s Quantum
Healing Hypnosis TechniqueTM (QHHTTM)?
http://www.qhhtoffical.com/course-information
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UFO
The Alien Handbook by Patrick DeHaan - This book has information about highly evolved life
from other worlds in our galaxy, visiting and observing Earth. There are channeling sessions between
the author and his spirit guides (nicknamed GAGs as an abbreviation for Guardian Angel Guides), ETs
in general and sessions with alien extraterrestrials visiting and observing Earth as the book was written,
2014 through early 2016.

9781940265483………..136 pages………….. $12.00

Legacy from the Stars by Dolores Cannon- We are children of the stars. This is our legacy and our
heritage. In the history of the cosmos Earth is a young planet. Our souls on the other hand have been
around forever and will continue to be around forever. Thus, Earth is not our only home. We have lived
many lives in unusual environments before deciding to journey here and learn the lessons of Earth. After
our schooling is completed on this planet we will journey onward to discover new worlds to explore. The
memories of these soul journeys are recorded in our subconscious and Dolores shows that they can be
retrieved through regressive hypnosis. She reports dramatic cases where the subjects relived other
lifetimes in strange environments-inhabitants of other planets.

9780963277695 .......... 320 pages .......... $15.00

The Forgotten Promise: Rejoining Our Cosmic Family by Sherry Wilde- This is the story of
one woman's life-long interaction with beings from another world, and her journey to go beyond the fear
to find meaning and purpose. In this book, she explores the abduction experience and shares with you the
three important things they insisted she learn.

9781886940482 ..........216 pages .......... $16.00

Purchase $50 or more (before tax and/or shipping & handling) and
select one (1) of the Mini Book Charms and one (1) of the titles by
Dolores Cannon from the list below and receive an e-book at no charge!!
* Mini Book Charms *
*The Custodians *The Convoluted Universe, Book 4 *Keepers of the Garden
*The Forgotten Promise *The Three Waves of Volunteers and the New Earth

* Books by Dolores Cannon *
*A Soul Remembers Hiroshima *Conversations with Nostradamus, Vol I *Conversations with Nostradamus, Vol II
*Conversations with Nostradamus, Vol III *The Legend of Starcrash *Keepers of the Garden *Legacy from the Stars
*The Convoluted Universe, Book One *The Convoluted Universe, Book Two *The Convoluted Universe, Book Three
*The Convoluted Universe, Book Four *The Convoluted Universe, Book Five *The Custodians *Jesus and the Essenes
*They Walked with Jesus *The Three Waves of Volunteers and the New Earth *Between Death & Life
*Five Lives Remembered *The Search for Hidden Sacred Knowledge
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UFO
From Fear to Love by Donna Lynn-What would you ask if you could talk to the beings who inhabit
your worst nightmares? And what would you do if they answered?
From the time, she was a small child, Donna Lynn experienced night terrors that were so
disturbing they affected her waking life and relationships. Eventually she chose to consciously venture
into that territory of the unknown to do battle with otherworldly beings who had haunted her dreams
since childhood – only to find out they are not here to do battle at all. They come with powerful messages
of love and healing on both personal and planetary levels. This book is a message of hope that we as a
species can overcome the pervasive consciousness of fear and anxiety in our world today.
"The dark heavy secret I have carried is that a deep and important portion of my life involves
interactions and friendships with beings that are alien. It is now time to bring this secret out from the
darkest recesses of my memories and shine a spotlight upon it, so that others – and I know there are many
– need not feel alone or frightened any longer, and those who are curious and desire to be a part of this
may do so. We are at an important crossroads for humanity and the Earth, and my fervent wish is that
Love will win out over Fear – but at present, the final result remains to be seen."
9781940265407……. 126 pages ……..$11.00

Custodians by Dolores Cannon - UFO sightings and abductions by aliens were the beginning, the tip
of the iceberg. Dolores Cannon's work in Hypnosis has taken the study beyond abduction. Dolores traces
the phenomenon from the simple to the complex. Exploring areas untouched by other investigators, she
makes the unbelievable become acceptable and understandable!

9781886940048 .......... 556 pages .......... $20.00

The Legend of Starcrash by Dolores Cannon - Through regressive hypnosis, a lost legend of the
history of mankind has been retrieved from the recesses of time. Did the American Indians descend from
the inhabitants of an alien spacecraft that crashed in the Alaska-Canada region thousands of years ago?
Keepers of the Garden told the story of the original seeding of the planet Earth by aliens from outer space.
Starcrash indicates that aliens continued to come to Earth, some intentionally and some by accident,
throughout our history. In order to adjust to harsh conditions, they were forced to interbreed with the local
aborigines. Does their blood still flow in the veins of certain American Indian tribes?

9780963277671 .......... 250 pages .......... $14.00

Keepers of the Garden by Dolores Cannon - Dolores uses information obtained from regressive
hypnosis to formulate a provocative viewpoint on the ancient astronaut theory of human origins. Her
findings indicate that the Earth was seeded eons ago by travelers from outer space. These visits by ancient
extraterrestrials did not end with their intervention in human evolution. They have continued up to the
present day resulting in a whole class of contemporary humans who have been subject to alien abduction.

9780963277640 .......... 296 pages .......... $15.00

Stop by to see what we have to offer
on our YouTube Channel
www.youtube.com/user/ompublishing
www.ozarkmt.com
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“We don’t realize how much power we really have. No one can take our power away from us unless we
allow it. We can create anything we want in life. We can heal our bodies. We can have it all. All we have
to do is remove the limitations we and others have placed upon us.”

~ Dolores Cannon ~
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1
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2
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Handling Charge

$ 1.00
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